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Abstract

Bacterial pathogens evolve during the course of infection as they adapt to the selective pressures that confront them inside the host. Identification of adaptive mutations and their contributions to pathogen fitness remains a central challenge. Although mutations can either target intergenic or coding regions in the pathogen genome, studies of host adaptation have focused predominantly on molecular evolution within coding regions, whereas the role of intergenic mutations remains unclear. Here, we address this issue and investigate the extent to which intergenic mutations contribute to the evolutionary response of a clinically important bacterial pathogen, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, to the host environment, and whether intergenic mutations have distinct roles in host adaptation. We characterize intergenic evolution in 44 clonal lineages of *P. aeruginosa* and identify 77 intergenic regions in which parallel evolution occurs. At the genetic level, we find that mutations in regions under selection are located primarily within regulatory elements upstream of transcriptional start sites. At the functional level, we show that some of these mutations both increase or decrease transcription of genes and are directly responsible for evolution of important pathogenic phenotypes including antibiotic sensitivity. Importantly, we find that intergenic mutations facilitate essential genes to become targets of evolution. In summary, our results highlight the evolutionary significance of intergenic mutations in creating host-adapted strains, and that intergenic and coding regions have different qualitative contributions to this process.
Introduction

Bacterial pathogens evolve during infection as they adapt to the environment inside the host (1). Since the bacterial phenotypes selected in vivo may have profound impact on disease severity and progression (2, 3) as well as response to antibiotic therapy (4), identification and analysis of the full range of genetic changes that underlie host adaptation is of importance.

Adaptive mutations may potentially change the sequences of either coding regions or non-translated intergenic regions and thus affect protein function or gene expression, respectively. Nevertheless, studies of pathogen adaptation during infection of host tissues have focused predominantly on molecular evolution within coding regions (5, 6), whereas the role of adaptive mutations in intergenic regions has received comparably less attention. The shortage of systematic, genome-wide analyses of intergenic evolution in bacterial pathogens is surprising, given the fact that these regions are home to a large number of functional elements required for expression of virulence and resistance determinants in vivo and that intergenic regions are maintained by purifying selection in many bacterial species (7–9). Moreover, cis-regulatory mutations are known to play an important role in phenotypic evolution in eukaryotic organisms (10). Overall, it remains unclear to what extent intergenic mutations contribute to the evolutionary response of pathogens to the host environment and whether intergenic mutations have a qualitatively distinct role in host adaptation.

There are clear, albeit few, examples of intergenic regions that evolve under selection within the host. For example, evolution of a novel regulatory interaction between the
virulence regulator SsrB and the promoter of the sfrN gene was shown to result in enhanced within-host fitness in *Salmonella Typhimurium* (11). In *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, evolution of the intergenic region of the *phuR-phuSTUVW* genes during host colonization was shown to increase transcription of the Phu heme uptake system and improve the ability of the pathogen to acquire iron from hemoglobin (12). Also, mutations in the 5’ untranslated region (5’-UTR) of the fatty acid biosynthesis gene cluster *accBC* in *P. aeruginosa* were shown to reduce translation efficiency of *accBC*, contributing to evolution of small-colony variant phenotypes (13). In *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*, evolution of ethambutol resistance has been linked to the *empAB* promoter region acquiring mutations that enhance expression of genes encoding enzymes essential for the synthesis of cell wall arabinogalactan (14). In addition to these examples from pathogens evolving within hosts, several cases of adaptive intergenic mutations have also been documented in experimental laboratory evolution studies in which microbial populations are evolving under controlled *in vitro* conditions (15–17).

Overall, these and other examples point towards an evolutionary significant role of mutations in intergenic regions in connection to bacterial pathogenesis and justify a broader analysis of this type of mutations.

One reason for the paucity in genome-wide analysis of intergenic evolution is related to the inherent difficulties in inferring function directly from the sequence within intergenic regions and, consequently, differentiating adaptive mutations with functional effects from neutral mutations that have been fixed by chance. Also, intergenic regions cannot readily be analyzed for selection by the same metrics as for
coding regions (e.g. measuring the rate of nonsynonymous substitutions relative to the rate of synonymous substitutions (dN/dS)). An analogous approach for determining the selection in intergenic regions has been recently described and involves measuring the ratio of intergenic mutations to synonymous substitutions (dI/dS) (8). Where datasets with appropriate metadata and phylogenetic information are available, an alternative method for studying intergenic evolution is to identify signatures of parallel evolution in intergenic regions, which is the approach utilized in the present study. Here, we harnessed the combination of data mining and functional genomics to identify intergenic regions under selection in the genome of the opportunistic pathogen *P. aeruginosa* during the process of host adaptation in multiple cystic fibrosis (CF) patients. Our study reveals that adaptive intergenic mutations represent an underappreciated aspect of host adaptation in *P. aeruginosa*, and that intergenic and coding region mutations may contribute differently to this process.
Results

Dataset compilation for identification of parallel intergenic evolution

To investigate the contribution of intergenic mutations to bacterial adaptation to the host environment, we first compiled data from seven longitudinal studies (6, 18–23), in which multiple clonal *P. aeruginosa* isolates had been sampled and sequenced during the course of infection in different CF patients. These seven studies include 534 isolates from 44 different *P. aeruginosa* clonal lineages (each a distinct MLST), for which 22,491 mutations (SNPs and indels) were recorded as they accumulated in the lineages during adaptation to their individual hosts (n=68). In total, 3,866 of the 22,491 mutations were located in intergenic regions. Here, we focused only on intergenic regions that were present in the laboratory strain PAO1. While this led to the exclusion of lineage-specific intergenic regions, it also enabled streamlined comparison between the 44 clonal lineages. Overall, this approach reduced the number of intergenic mutations to 3,489 (2,024 SNPs and 1,465 indels), distributed in a total of 1,610 regions.

In CF infections, the host environments in individual subjects represent parallel selective conditions by which evolution is directed, and identification of parallel genetic evolution in the same loci in bacteria from independent infections is strongly suggestive of positive selection at these loci (22). Analysis of such parallel genetic changes across multiple clonal lineages has previously led to the identification of several adaptive mutations within genes (6). Here, we adopt a similar approach to identify likely intergenic targets of selection and only focus on intergenic mutations found in parallel in different lineages or in parallel among strains within the same
lineage (Figure 1a). In addition, we hypothesized that adaptive intergenic mutations would predominantly target regulatory elements. Since the majority of regulatory elements in the bacterial genome range between 5-30 bp in length (24), we hypothesized that the position of adaptive intergenic mutations would be constrained by a 30-bp boundary.

We chose to look at cases of parallel intergenic evolution where three or more mutations occurred. Considering the total number of intergenic mutations found within the dataset and the total length of intergenic regions in the genome, we calculated that three or more such mutations in a 30 bp intergenic window were 18-fold less likely to occur by chance (Materials and Methods). In connection to analysis of parallel mutations across different lineages, we also included cases in which at least two 30-bp windows within the same intergenic region contained two mutations (Figure 1b) (Materials and Methods). The final criterion that we imposed was that all clusters of mutations should be positioned less than 200 bp from at least one of the flanking genes.

**Parallel intergenic evolution between clonal lineages**

Applying these criteria, we found 63 intergenic regions with parallel genetic evolution between different clonal lineages (black and striped squares in Figure 2). The most frequently mutated region was between genes PA4786 and PA4787 (labeled PA4786//PA4787 in Figure 2). Isolates from 12 different clonal lineages had acquired mutations within this region during infection. Interestingly, the PA4786//PA4787 region has previously been shown to contain a small RNA gene of unknown function,
which is differentially expressed in response to antibiotic exposure (25) (Figure 3a). Also, among the 63 regions was the \textit{phuR//phuSTUVW} region in which mutations have previously been shown to increase expression of the operon and enhance the ability of the cell to acquire iron (12) (Figure 3b). Further examples include mutations in the intergenic region of the genes encoding the antibiotic resistance regulator \textit{AmpR} and the \textit{AmpC} β-lactamase (\textit{ampR//ampC}) (Figure 3c), as well as the intergenic region between \textit{motY} and \textit{pyrC} (Figure 3d). \textit{MotY} is required for flagella-based motility, whereas \textit{PyrC} is a dihydroorotase essential for survival and proliferation in CF sputum (26).

\textit{Parallel intergenic evolution within clonal lineages}

Since certain \textit{P. aeruginosa} clonal lineages are transmissible and can form clinic-specific outbreaks among patients (22), we also analyzed if distinct intergenic mutations had accumulated in parallel among clonal isolates within each of the 44 lineages. To exclude mutation signatures introduced by linkage within all isolates of the same lineage, we imposed the extra criterion that each of the three or more mutations should not be represented by all isolates of the same lineage and be present across different isolates from more than one patient (Materials and Methods). We identified 28 intergenic regions in which three or more distinct mutations (less than 30 bp apart) had accumulated in isolates of the same clonal lineage (labeled with red or striped squares in Figure 2). Interestingly, 14 of these regions are also represented among the 63 regions identified in our analysis of parallel mutations between lineages, providing further support for the importance of these mutations in adaptation of \textit{P.}
aeruginosa to the CF environment (striped squares in Figure 2). Among the 14 adaptive regions that are only found within specific lineages, we identified mutations in the PA4838/zrmA region which were recently shown to increase expression of the zrmABCD operon (27) (Figure 3e). The zrmABCD operon (also called cntOLMI) encodes a metallophore system involved in zinc acquisition (28).

In total, we identified 77 intergenic regions that had likely evolved under the pressure of natural selection within the hosts. These adaptive intergenic regions and their flanking genes display potential importance for pathogen adaptation and thus provide a prioritized list for experimental testing of hypothesis regarding the selective forces that operate on the pathogen. We note however that there are different sources of error inherent between the 63 regions selected by mutations across different lineages and the 14 regions selected only within each lineage, which could potentially lead to incorrect conclusions when they are grouped together. For this reason, we treat the two groups separately and only consider the 63 regions selected across different lineages for further systematic molecular analyses of intergenic regions.

*Intergenic mutations frequently target promoter sequences.*

We next analyzed the genomic distribution of the identified intergenic mutations. Intergenic regions are distributed across the genome in three possible orientations: I) upstream of two genes, II) upstream of one gene and downstream of another gene and III) downstream of two genes, where the second orientation may include short regions within an operon (Figure 4a). We found an over-representation of mutations upstream of two genes among the adaptive regions (Fisher’s exact test, $P = 0.01$, $n =$
63, Figure 4b). This bias towards selection of intergenic mutations upstream of genes suggests that the majority of adaptive intergenic mutations target potential cis-regulatory elements such as the core promoter, transcription factor binding sites, riboregulators or translational elements, and consequently influence gene expression levels by affecting transcriptional or post-transcriptional processes.

To further explore this hypothesis, we analyzed the complete set of 63 adaptive regions for the presence of predicted regulatory elements (Materials and Methods) and mapped the overlap between these putative regulatory sites and the identified adaptive mutations. While bacterial intergenic regions are home to a wide range of regulatory elements, many of which are not well characterized, we nevertheless observed 24 regions (38%), in which the cluster of adaptive mutations was positioned within one or more putative regulatory elements. The majority of mutations within these 24 regions target the putative core promoter alone or in combination with other elements (Figure 4c), suggesting that intergenic mutations frequently target sequences important for transcriptional processes. In support of this, we observed that intergenic mutations were more frequently located upstream of known transcriptional start sites (TSS) (29 cases) than downstream (9 cases) (Table S6).

Adaptive intergenic mutations change transcriptional activity of genes involved in host interaction, metabolism and antibiotic susceptibility.

To further explore the potential relationship between intergenic mutations and transcription, we quantified the effects of a subset of intergenic mutations on transcription of downstream genes. To this end, we constructed transcriptional
fusions of both wild type and mutant intergenic alleles with the luciferase reporter (luxCDABE) genes and integrated single copies of the fusions at the neutral attB site (12) in the chromosome of P. aeruginosa PAO1 (29). We measured the transcriptional activity of 25 different intergenic regions in which adaptive mutations were located upstream of either one or two genes. These 25 mutated intergenic alleles were randomly chosen from the DK2 lineage and thus represent an analysis of the majority (25 out of 41) of adaptive intergenic regions (both from across and within-lineage data sets) found in this particular lineage. In addition, for one of the intergenic regions (ampR/ampC), we tested an additional allele from another clonal lineage (Table S7 and Figure S1). In total, this selection resulted in 34 transcriptional fusions.

Measurements of lux expression during exponential growth in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium and ABTGC minimal medium revealed statistically significantly altered expression in 16 of 34 tested fusions in at least one of the two conditions (Student t test, P < 0.05, Figure 5). Expression changes were observed in both directions (seven mutant alleles resulted in increased expression and nine mutant alleles resulted in decreased expression) (Figure 5), suggesting that adaptive intergenic mutations may equally well either enhance or weaken gene expression. Altered expression was in most cases moderate (<5-fold change) and the fold change ranged from -5.0 to 23.4 for the mutant alleles compared to that of wild type (Figure 5). Interestingly, 10 of these 16 fusions exhibited altered expression only in either LB or ABTGC minimal medium, but not in both conditions, which suggests that many adaptive intergenic mutations alter transcriptional levels without interfering with conditional gene expression control mechanisms.
Several of the 16 fusions with altered expression relate to genes that encode proteins with known functions in bacteria-host interactions, cellular metabolism and antibiotic resistance. For example, cerN encodes a ceramidase involved in utilization of host-produced sphingolipids (30), exsC encodes a protein involved in positive regulation of the type III secretion system (31), and zrmA (PA4837) is the first gene in an operon (PA4837-34) involved in expression of a metalophore system essential for survival in airway mucus secretions (32, 33). In a recent parallel study, we have further explored the effects of mutations in the zrmA promoter and shown that additional mutant alleles of the PA4836/zrmA region also result in increased expression of zrmA (PA4837) (27). Other genes are known to play a role in pyrimidine and aromatic amino acid metabolism (pyrC and hmgA, respectively). Finally, two genes are linked to antibiotic resistance: rluC (34) and ampR (35). Seven genes encode proteins of unknown functions and their role in relation to host adaptation is thus not clear.

These results show that a substantial fraction of the intergenic mutations are associated with functional (transcriptional) effects despite the fact that we recorded these effects in the non-native PAO1 genetic background (i.e. with removal of potential epistatic effects from the additional variants found in the clinical isolates) and in a narrow range of conditions, which most likely means that we are not capturing the full spectrum of functional effects connected to the intergenic mutations.

*Mutations upstream of ampR and ampC enhance resistance to several antibiotics*
Next, we explored the direct effects of intergenic mutations on the physiology of the pathogen. As resistance towards antibiotics is a common phenotype that emerges during CF infections, we selected the mutations found in the two alleles of the \textit{ampR/ampC} intergenic region for further study. Mutations in this intergenic region resulted in enhanced expression of \textit{ampR}, which encodes a global antibiotic resistance regulator, but had no direct effect on expression of a \(\beta\)-lactamase-encoding gene \textit{ampC} (Figure 5). We introduced these mutations in the genome of \textit{P. aeruginosa} PAO1 through allelic replacement (Materials and Methods). Since a SNP mutation (G7A) was present at the start of the \textit{ampC} gene in one of the alleles, we also made an allelic replacement of this mutation alone in the PAO1 genome to separate the effects caused by the intergenic mutations (Figure S1). For each strain and their isogenic wild type, we measured the Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) of various \(\beta\)-lactam antibiotics such as imipenem, ceftazidime and ampicillin from carbapenem, cephalosporin and penicillin classes of \(\beta\)-lactams, respectively. For both intergenic alleles, we observed a small but significant increase in the MIC of imipenem (2.4-fold) and ampicillin (2.2-fold) (Student \(t\) test, \(P < 0.01\), Figure 6), but not ceftazidime. AmpR is a global transcriptional factor that regulates \(\beta\)-lactam resistance both through direct regulation of \textit{ampC} expression as well as via an AmpC-independent manner (35, 36). Irrespective of the mechanism, our results show that acquisition of intergenic mutations between \textit{ampR} and \textit{ampC} is directly linked to a host-relevant phenotypic alteration (\textit{i.e.} reduced \(\beta\)-lactam susceptibility).

\textit{Intergenic evolution targets essential genes}
Finally, we explored potential differences in the contribution of coding and intergenic mutations to pathogen adaptation. We focused on a subset of isolates (n=474) included in this study, in which 52 coding regions had been previously described to be under positive selection during host adaptation in another study (6). In these isolates, we identified 35 adaptive intergenic regions (Materials and Methods, Table S8).

We analyzed qualitative differences between coding and intergenic mutations by determining the presence of essential genes among the adaptive coding and intergenic regions. By cross-referencing the 35 adaptive intergenic regions to the list of 445 genes previously shown to be essential for survival of *P. aeruginosa* PAO1 in the CF sputum environment (26), we found that 7 of the 38 genes (18%) located immediately downstream of the 35 adaptive intergenic regions are essential (Table S8). Two of these genes (*pyrC* and PA5492) showed altered expression as a consequence of adaptive mutations in their intergenic region, demonstrating that such mutations can indeed modulate expression of essential genes (Figure 5).

Importantly, the association between adaptive intergenic regions and essential genes at a level of 18% represents a significant overrepresentation from the normal prevalence of CF sputum essential genes (8%) in the *P. aeruginosa* PAO1 genome (Figure 7, Fisher’s exact test, *P* = 0.029). In contrast, there were no CF sputum essential genes within 52 adaptive coding regions, demonstrating a significant underrepresentation of these genes within adaptive coding regions (Figure 7, Fisher’s exact test, *P* = 0.033).
Discussion

In this study, we show that intergenic mutations constitute an important part of the genetic basis for host adaptation in *P. aeruginosa*. Generally, the contribution of intergenic regions to evolution of host-adapted variants has received little attention. However, since development of predictive models of pathogen evolution and discovery of new therapeutic targets rely on understanding the evolutionary response of pathogens to the host environment (37, 38), identification of the full range of adaptive mutations in both coding and non-coding regions is important. Here, our genome-wide identification of intergenic regions under selection within the host was made possible by combining analysis of parallel evolution across a large number of infected individuals with functional genomics. This approach may be useful for analysis of intergenic regions in connection to host adaptation in other pathogens or niche adaptation in general.

It should be noted that our analysis relies upon the different sequencing and variant-calling methods of the previously published studies. Thus, it is expected that there will be a certain degree of false negative and false positive adaptive mutations in the dataset. To try to mitigate this issue and to minimize potential errors, we used a set of strict criteria that took into account prior knowledge of the evolutionary processes in CF infections as well as positional information of intergenic mutations. This possible limitation can be additionally addressed in further studies by utilizing datasets that have been produced using the same sequencing technology, which would then enable us to systematically call variants with the same algorithms and parameters.
In addition, our dataset was comprised of intergenic regions that were only present in the PAO1 genome. While this can lead to exclusion of some intergenic regions not found in PAO1, but present in the studied isolates, this approach has allowed us to perform a systematic analysis of intergenic mutations in shared regions and has also facilitated testing the effects of specific intergenic mutations in the PAO1 background.

Our list of potentially adaptive intergenic regions in *P. aeruginosa* provides insight into the cellular functions targeted by intergenic mutations (Figure 2) and thus points to the selective pressures that confront the pathogen within its CF host. For example, adaptive mutations were found to alter expression of genes such as *cerN* (involved in sphingolipid utilization) (30), *phur-phuSTUVW* (involved in iron acquisition) (12) and *PA4837-34* (involved in zinc acquisition) (27, 32), which strongly indicates that metabolic adaptation for a better exploitation of available nutrients in the host is an important evolutionary driver. Similarly, we observed that mechanisms of the development of tolerance to antibiotics and other inhibitors in the host are also frequent targets of intergenic molecular evolution. Similar functional categories have been found in studies focusing on adaptive mutations within coding regions (6, 20, 22), suggesting that key selective pressures such as nutrient availability and antibiotic stress can be mitigated both by intergenic and coding region evolution in *P. aeruginosa*.

At the functional level, we show that intergenic evolution predominantly targets transcriptional processes to alter the downstream gene expression. Interestingly, we
also found two transcriptional terminators targeted by mutations. We additionally saw indication of parallel evolution in three intergenic small RNAs, as well as several cases of mutations located downstream of transcriptional start sites (Table S5 and Table S6), which suggests that adaptive mutations may indeed also target elements that control protein synthesis at the post-transcriptional level. Importantly, we have shown here and in a previous study that intergenic mutations can be directly responsible for the evolution of important pathogenic traits such as reduced sensitivity to antibiotics (Figure 6) and increased iron uptake (12). Further studies, in particular of adaptive regions upstream of genes with unknown functions, will most likely uncover new mechanisms central to CF host colonization and pathogenesis, and assist in identifying the full complement of stressors present in the host, most of which are currently unknown.

Our study also reveals important qualitative differences between the intergenic and coding region mutations. A generally accepted model is that intergenic mutations would typically confer local and subtle regulatory effects primarily on the immediate downstream genes, whereas mutations in coding regions - with their potential to inactivate entire pathways – would be more likely to cause systemic changes of the physiology of the cell (10, 39). One prediction from this model is that intergenic mutations are associated with less antagonistic effects relative to coding region mutations. While this prediction is difficult to test, our observation of enrichment of essential genes for which intergenic evolution occurred is a clear illustration of this point (Figure 7). The finding that intergenic mutations can bypass the deleterious
effects of coding region mutations, thus helping essential genes to become targets for evolutionary changes, appears to reveal an important aspect of the role of intergenic mutations as well as one of the key functional differences between intergenic and coding region mutations.

We hypothesize that the relative contribution of coding and intergenic mutations is variable and depends on a set of identifiable factors of either environmental nature (e.g. niche complexity) or intrinsic to the bacterial pathogen (e.g. genome size, and the number of transcriptional regulatory systems and essential genes encoded in the genome). Although the precise factors that influence the relative contribution of the two types of mutations may be difficult to disentangle, we speculate that in the case of *P. aeruginosa* CF infections, a major contributing factor is the composition of the adaptive environment in the host. The CF host niche is characterized by a complex combination of multiple stressors that must be mitigated for successful bacterial colonization (40). In such environments, mutations in intergenic regions that tune expression levels while maintaining responsiveness to environmental and host-derived cues may result in less pleiotropic effects than mutations that change protein structure or function (39). Further studies of *P. aeruginosa* adaptation in other infections and host environments such as chronic wounds and ulcerative keratitis (41) are required to identify factors that may influence the relative contribution of intergenic and coding region evolution.
Our documentation of the evolutionary significance of intergenic mutations was obtained in the particular genetic and ecological context of *P. aeruginosa* adaptation to the cystic fibrosis airway niche. Nevertheless, our study provides insight into the contribution and functionality of intergenic versus intragenic mutations, which is of broader relevance in connection to bacterial evolution in natural environments. This is supported by recent observations indicating that other contexts may also promote intergenic evolution. For example, our study resonates well with results showing that adaptive intergenic mutations contribute to innovation of novel metabolic functions in laboratory-evolving *Escherichia coli* (17), evidence of a signal of positive selection in *M. tuberculosis* intergenic regions (8), and the suggestion that intergenic evolution may mitigate detrimental fitness effects associated with acquisition of novel genetic material (42). We suggest that adaptive mutations in intergenic regions represent an important but underappreciated aspect of bacterial evolution not only in connection to host colonization but also niche adaptation in other natural environments.
Materials and Methods

Bacterial strains and growth conditions

Luria-Bertani (LB) and ABT minimal medium supplemented with 1% glucose and 1% casamino acids (ABTGC) (43) were routinely used for growth of *E. coli* and *P. aeruginosa* strains. *E. coli* CC118 λpir was used for maintenance of recombinant plasmids supplemented with 8 μg/ml of tetracycline. *P. aeruginosa* PAO1 strain was used for phenotypic investigation of intergenic mutations. For final marker selection of *P. aeruginosa*, 50 μg/ml of tetracycline was used.

Assembly of the dataset used for identification of adaptive intergenic regions

We imported previously called variants in the intergenic regions of CF-adapted *P. aeruginosa* isolates from six longitudinal studies (6, 18–20, 22, 23). In order to generate a systematic analysis of the shared intergenic regions, we only considered those regions where both flanking genes were present in *P. aeruginosa* PAO1 (29) genome and omitted all others. In addition, Marvig et al. (21) reported draft genome sequences of four *P. aeruginosa* B3 strains isolated from a chronically infected Danish CF patient, who underwent antibiotic chemotherapy over a period of 4 years. Here, we called the variants in the genomes of these isolates and identified a total of 315 mutations (237 SNPs and 78 indels) when mapping the reads to the reference PAO1 genome. In total, we identified 3,489 intergenic mutations across 44 different clonal lineages. Detailed description of the dataset can be found in Table S1 and Table S2. To establish existing genetic variation between all 44 recognized lineages of *P. aeruginosa* used in this study and to avoid parallel observation of identical lineages, we performed
MLST analysis on the genome of each lineage using the *P. aeruginosa* MLST website (44). Sequence reads from Chung P5, Chung P6 and Chung P7 lineages were unavailable and the determined ST are reported by the publication itself (18). Overview of MLST results can be found in Table S3.

**Identification of adaptive intergenic regions**

Adaptive intergenic regions in bacteria are characterized as regions important for adaptation to the host environment (*i.e.* likely to be under positive selection). They are therefore expected to be targeted by multiple mutations acquired in parallel by isolates from different lineages. In order to distinguish such mutations from random mutations introduced by genetic drift, we defined an intergenic region as adaptive when it is targeted by mutations found in isolates of three or more clonal lineages within a window of less than 30 bp apart from each other. This is because most regulatory elements in bacterial genomes are less than 30 bp in length (24). As an additional criterion, the window has to be less than 200 bp away from at least one of the flanking genes for an intergenic region to be considered adaptive. To rule out possible sequencing artefacts among intergenic mutations, we excluded 13 regions where identical indel mutations occurred within isolates of the same dataset (6). As *P. aeruginosa* PAO1 genome has 4,682 intergenic regions constituting a total of 631,498 bp, we expect 0.0055 clone type mutation/bp rate (3,489 mutations in total) for intergenic regions. However observing three or more mutations within a 30 bp intergenic region window (0.1 mutation/bp) is 18-fold higher than what would be expected by chance and represents a significant increase in mutation density \([P(X \geq 3)]\)
~ pois(X; 0.17) = 6.70e-4, where P(X ≥ 3) is the probability of observing ≥ 3 mutations given a Poisson distribution with a mean of 0.17 mutations (0.0055 mutation/bp * 30 bp]). Applying these criteria, we identified 47 intergenic regions. In addition, we also included 16 regions in which two or more consecutive 30 bp intergenic windows each carrying two clone type mutations was observed. Although the occurrence of two clone type mutations within a single 30 bp intergenic window itself represents a significant increase in mutation density (Poisson, $P = 0.01$), we imposed the extra criterion of the presence of at least two such 30 bp windows with mutations to increase specificity of our selection.

Finally, for identification of adaptive regions selected within each clonal lineage, we applied the same criteria as described above but only included cases of the presence of at least three distinct isolate type mutations within a narrow window of less than 30 bp. While this led to identification of 41 intergenic regions selected within clonal lineages, we manually inspected the mutations within each of these regions to exclude cases where linkage between isolates of the same lineage might have falsely introduced three or more mutations. To exclude such cases, we imposed an extra criterion in which each of the three or more mutations should not be identically present in all isolates of the same lineage and the mutations should be present in isolates from more than one patient. For cases where the phylogeny of isolates within a clonal lineage is known, we counted homoplastic mutations occurring in isolates of different patients as independent mutations. This manual search led to the exclusion of 13 regions selected within lineages.
Identification of putative intergenic elements

The position of putative intergenic elements including core promoters, transcription factor binding sites, transcriptional terminators, invert repeats, small RNAs (sRNAs) and Shine-Dalgaro sequences were mapped within adaptive regions selected in parallel across different lineages (n = 63). We used BPROM (45), CollecTF (46), PRODORIC (47), RegTransBase (48) and the Pseudomonas Genome Database (PGD) (49) to map putative promoters, transcription factor binding sites, Shine-Dalgaro sequences and invert repeats. To increase the number of annotated promoters in P. aeruginosa, we utilized the findings of a recent study that validated putative binding sites of sigma factors in P. aeruginosa genome with RNA-seq and/or ChIP-seq (50). A detailed description of present promoters and whether they have been targeted by intergenic mutations are available in Table S6. We also used ARNold and PGD (49, 51–54) for identification of putative transcriptional terminators. Presence of sRNAs within adaptive intergenic regions was confirmed by a recent study reporting over 500 novel sRNAs within intergenic regions in P. aeruginosa genome (55). The presence of 232 sRNAs in P. aeruginosa expressed in response to different stress conditions (25) was also inspected within adaptive regions. We mapped the position of mutations to the identified putative elements (Table S5).

Construction of reporter fusions

We randomly selected 25 potentially adaptive intergenic regions upstream of 32 genes from DK2 isolates. We also included regions upstream of ampC and ampR from DK1-P43-M2-2002 (56). Mutated intergenic regions upstream of 32 genes were
amplified from genomic DNA of corresponding isolates (Table S7) using Phusion polymerase and primers described in Table S9. The PCR fragments and the pHK-CTX2-lux (12) plasmid were doubled digested with restriction enzymes XhoI and PstI and ligated together with T4 DNA ligase (Thermo Scientific). Similarly, wild type regions upstream of all 32 genes were also amplified from DK2-CF30-1979 and cloned upstream of lux in pHK-CTX2-lux. The presence of mutations and the intergenic regions in resulting plasmids was verified using Sanger sequencing at LGC Genomics. The fusions were integrated at the neutral attB site in the chromosome of P. aeruginosa PAO1 by transformation as previously described (57).

Measurements of growth and luminescence in reporter fusion strains

Overnight cultures of reporter fusion strains were diluted 200 times in fresh Luria-Bertani (LB) medium and aliquots of 100 μl were transferred to black clear-bottom 96-well microtiter plate (Greiner). Three biological replicates were prepared for each fusion on the same day and measurements of growth (OD₆₀₀) and luminescence were recorded by Cytation 5 multimode reader (BioTek) every 6 minutes for 8 hours at 200 rpm and 37 °C. For cases with marginally altered expression, the measurements were repeated five times. The luminescence values were normalized by cell density (at OD₆₀₀ = 0.15) and compared for all fusions. Background luminescence from a PAO1 strain containing the promoterless lux cassette was measured in the same way and it was used for correcting luminescence expression of all strains. Data were analyzed using a custom-made script in R, version 3.1.3 (58).
This script (supplementary file) imports data for luminescence and absorbance (OD$_{600}$) every 6 minutes for 8 hours of 96 wells in a microtiter plate and calculates luminescence/OD$_{600}$ at OD$_{600}$ = 0.15 for each well of a microtiter plate. These values are further analyzed using Microsoft Excel, where two-tailed student t test is performed to examine the statistical difference between the means of three biological replicates from the mutant and wild type allele fusions. The fold change of expression of mutant alleles was calculated relative to the expression of the wild type fusions. Bonferroni correction of the raw P-value from student t test has been performed when necessary.

**Allelic replacement of intergenic region upstream of ampC and ampR in PAO1**

A 1,361 bp fragment containing the intergenic region upstream of ampC and ampR was amplified from genomic DNA of DK1-P43-M2-2002 and DK2-CF173-1995 using Phusion polymerase and primers ampRi-F-XbaI and ampCi-R-SacI (Table S10). The PCR fragments and vector pNJ1 (59) were double digested with XbaI and SacI and ligated together using T4 DNA ligase. As the sequence of the ampC gene from the laboratory strain PAO1 differed from that of DK2 and DK1 isolates, we amplified the 1,361 bp fragment from DK2-CF30-1979 to obtain a pNJ1 plasmid with wild type copy of the ampR//ampC intergenic region. Moreover, an additional mutation (G7A) was found at the start of ampC in DK1-P43-M2-2002. To account for possible epistatic effects, we created the ampC mutation (G7A) in the pNJ1 plasmid containing wild type region using QuickChange Lightning Multi site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies). All ligation mixes were electroporated into *E. coli* CC118 λpir (60) and
transferred into the PAO1 strain (61) by triparental mating using helper strain *E. coli* HB101/pRK600 (62). After incubation overnight, merodiploid mutants were selected by plating the conjugation mixture on LB agar plate with 50 μg/ml tetracycline. Colonies were streaked on 6% (wt/vol) sucrose-LB plates without NaCl for several times until they became sensitive to tetracycline. Sucrose-resistant/tetracycline-sensitive colonies were finally streaked on sucrose-LB plates and allelic replacement mutants were verified by Sanger sequencing at LGC Genomics.

*Minimum Inhibitory Concentrations*

Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) was determined in two ways. For MICs of imipenem and ampicillin standard broth microdilution was used. Overnight cultures of PAO1 strains with and without intergenic mutations upstream of *ampR* and *ampC* were diluted in Mueller-Hinton (MH) broth to an OD$_{600}$ = 0.02. Serial dilutions were performed in clear 96-well microtiter plates (Greiner) to obtain gradient concentrations of imipenem and ampicillin in MH broth. Aliquots of 100 μl were inoculated in each well containing 100 μl of MH broth with different concentrations of imipenem and ampicillin. We inoculated two technical replicates of each strain on each microtiter plate. Microtiter plates were incubated overnight at 37 °C with 200 rpm. MIC was defined as the lowest concentration of antibiotic where visible growth was observed. We repeated the experiment five times to obtain five biological replicates. For ceftazidime, MIC was determined using E-test based on the manufacturer’s protocol (BioMerieux). Briefly, cultures of strains grown overnight in MH broth were diluted to OD$_{600}$ = 0.5, 100 μl was spread on MH agar plates and a
sterile strip of ceftazidime E-test was placed on the plate. The values were measured after 22-hour incubation of the plates at 37 °C and the E-test was performed in triplicate.
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**Figure Legends**

**Figure 1:** Approach for identifying adaptive intergenic loci across 44 clonal lineages of *P. aeruginosa*. A) An illustration of adaptive mutations occurring either across or within clonal lineages. The different lineages are represented by phylogenetic trees in green, blue and red and each genome within a lineage is displayed as a circle. Orange and yellow stripes within circles represent adaptive mutations. B) The criteria for identifying adaptive mutations in our dataset. As shown in the upper panel, three distinct clonal lineage mutations need to cluster within a narrow 30 bp window of an intergenic region in order to be considered adaptive. An additional criterion, as displayed in the lower panel, is that two distinct clonal lineage mutations need to occur within each of two narrow 30 bp windows within an intergenic region. In both cases, the window of mutations is less than 200 bp from at least one of the flanking genes.

**Figure 2:** A matrix showing 77 intergenic regions targeted by adaptive mutations across or within 44 clonal lineages. The black squares in the matrix show the intergenic regions where adaptive mutations were present in a single isolate of a respective clonal lineage and in isolates from other clonal lineages. The red squares in the matrix show the intergenic regions with adaptive mutations present only within isolates of a single respective clonal lineage. Squares with striped red color indicate intergenic regions in which adaptive mutations occurred both within isolates of a respective clonal lineage and in isolates from other clonal lineages.
Figure 3: Examples of intergenic regions targeted by parallel evolution. The five intergenic regions have acquired parallel mutations across multiple clonal lineages (a-d) or within isolates from a single clonal lineage (e). The orientation and annotation of the flanking genes are shown for each of the five regions. The number of clonal lineages in which mutations are found is shown above each region. Occurrences of mutations in regulatory elements are indicated below the intergenic regions. A blue arrow illustrates the small regulatory RNA asRNA206.

Figure 4: Orientation of intergenic regions and presence of regulatory elements. a) Overview of the three different orientations of intergenic regions and the possible locations of potential regulatory elements within each type. b) Distribution of different orientations of intergenic regions (I-III) within PAO1 genome and the adaptive intergenic regions. Two-tailed Fisher’s exact test is performed to analyze over-representation or under-representation of certain orientations within adaptive intergenic regions (n = 63). c) Pie chart demonstrating the distribution of putative intergenic elements targeted by adaptive mutations in our dataset (n = 24).

Figure 5: Intergenic mutations with functional effects on transcription. Luminescence from transcriptional lux reporter fusions with mutated and wild type alleles was measured at OD$_{600}$ = 0.15 and normalized by cell density. Transcriptional fusions were examined in Luria-Bertani (LB) and ABTGC minimal media. Normalized mean luminescence was calculated for three biological replicates, followed by calculating the relative fold change of mutant versus wild type allele. Statistical analysis of the
difference between two means was performed by a two-tailed Student t test and the asterisk denotes $P < 0.05$.

**Figure 6**: Mutations in the intergenic region between \textit{ampC} and \textit{ampR} cause an increased tolerance towards imipenem and ampicillin. The values for Minimal Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) are shown on the y-axis and the constructed mutations in each strain of PAO1 are displayed under the y-axis. Mutation G-98A upstream of \textit{ampC} derives from isolate DK2-CF173-1995. Three mutations G-38A, C-66T and G-78A upstream of \textit{ampC} originate from isolate DK1-P43-M2-2002. A SNP mutation at the start of \textit{ampC} (G7A) in DK1-P43-M2-2002 was also constructed in laboratory strain PAO1 to isolate the effect of this mutation and the effect of intergenic mutations from DK1-P43-M2-2002. Error bars indicate standard deviation from three different biological replicates. Double asterisk indicates statistically significant difference between mean MIC of the strains (Two-tailed Student t test, $P < 0.01$).

**Figure 7**: Qualitative function of adaptive coding and intergenic mutations. 52 coding regions were previously shown to be under positive selection in a selected subset of our dataset comprised of 474 long-term CF-adapted isolates of \textit{P. aeruginosa} (6). In the same isolates, we identify 35 intergenic regions under positive selection for adaptive mutations (Table S8). 445 genes are essential for survival of \textit{P. aeruginosa} in CF sputum environment (26). The percentage of these essential genes within 52 adaptive genes and 38 genes downstream of 35 adaptive intergenic regions is
demonstrated. Asterisk denotes $P < 0.05$ from two-tailed Fisher’s exact test. Red dashed line indicates the percentage of CF essential genes in PAO1.
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PA4786//PA4787
PA4028//PA4029
PA3230//PA3231
rplU//rpsP
PA0976.1//PA0977
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PA2535//PA2536
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PA2855//PA2856
PA2875//pyrF
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PA3040//PA3041
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I: Mutated region upstream of two genes

II: Mutated region upstream of one gene

III: Mutated region downstream of two genes

b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>% of total</th>
<th>PAO1 genome % of total</th>
<th>Enrichment</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>3115</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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